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Abstract 

Peripheral blood monocytes, which serve as precursors for tissue macrophages and dendritic 

cells (DC), play a key role in the immune response to kidney allograft, reparation processes 

and homeostasis regulation. In this prospective study, we used multicolour flow cytometry to 

monitor the phenotypic patterns of peripheral monocytes in subjects with uncomplicated 

outcomes and those with acute rejection. We found a reciprocal increase in the proportion of 

“classical monocytes” (CD14+CD16-) along with a decline in pro-inflammatory 

“intermediary” (CD14+CD16+) and “non-classical” (CD14lowCD16+) monocytes in subjects 

with normal outcomes. In subjects with acute rejection, we observed no reduction in 

“intermediary” monocytes and no increase in “classical” monocytes. Patients with 

uncomplicated outcomes exhibited downregulated HLA-DR in all three monocyte 

subpopulations. However, non-classical monocytes were unaffected in subjects with acute 

rejection. Expression of CD47 was downregulated after transplantation, while patients with 

antibody-mediated rejection and donor-specific antibodies showed higher pre-transplant 

values. In monocytes isolated at the time of biopsy, CD47 expression was higher in 

individuals with acute rejection compared to patients with normal outcomes one year post-

transplant. Expression of CD209 (DC-SIGN) and the proportion of CD163+CD206+ 

subpopulations were upregulated during the first week after kidney transplantation. CD209 

was also upregulated in samples taken on the day of biopsy confirming acute rejection. Our 

data demonstrate that kidney allograft transplantation is associated with phenotypic changes 

in peripheral blood monocytes during acute rejection. 

Keywords: monocytes; subpopulations; CD14+CD16+; kidney transplantation; acute 

rejection 
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Introduction 

The initial response of the immune system to kidney allograft is triggered by the surgical 

procedure and ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI), which is accompanied by the release 

of multiple cytokines and chemokines that regulate the influx of immune cells into the 

transplanted kidney. The exacerbation of these events can also contribute to the 

development of delayed graft function, which is associated with increased risk of acute 

rejection during the first year after transplantation (Gill et al. 2016). In addition to the 

allospecific adaptive immune response to donor HLA antigens, the activity of innate 

immune cells, particularly mononuclear phagocytes (monocytes, macrophages, dendritic 

cells) and NK cells, also seems to play an important role. Monocytes, which serve as 

precursors of various macrophages and dendritic cells, play a key role in effector 

mechanisms, helping to regulate both innate and adaptive immune responses. Several 

lines of evidence show that the monocyte population is not homogeneous. Monocyte 

cells are divided into different subpopulations based on phenotype (Ravenhill et al. 

2020) and cell function (Gordon and Taylor 2005).   

In peripheral blood monocytes, three subpopulations can be distinguished based on 

expression levels of the membrane antigens CD14 (a receptor for LPS and other 

bacterial cell-wall antigens) and CD16 (FcRIII). Classical monocytes are characterised 

by strong CD14 expression in the absence of CD16 (CD14++CD16-). Intermediate 

monocytes have slightly lower expression of CD14 and exhibit CD16 staining 

(CD14+CD16+). Non-classical monocytes have low CD14 expression and higher CD16 

membrane density (CD14lowCD16++) (Kawamura and Ohteki 2018).   

CD14+CD16+ are a subpopulation of repeatedly activated (senescent) monocytes 

featuring shortened telomeres and increased inflammatory capacity (Merino et al. 

2011). In our previous study, the proportion of CD14+CD16+ monocytes was 

downregulated immediately after kidney allograft transplantation (Sekerkova et al. 

2014). In one study, higher pre-transplant numbers of CD14+CD16+ were found in 

patients at risk of acute rejection (van den Bosch et al. 2017).  

HLA-DR is an MHC class II molecule expressed at high levels in different forms of 

mononuclear phagocytes, including monocytes. Decreased expression of HLA-DR in 

peripheral blood monocytes is one of the well-established immune hallmarks of sepsis 

(Monneret and Venet 2016), signalling a transition from the inflammatory state to 
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immune suppression and paralysis. First observed in the late 1980s (Appel et al. 1989), 

this phenomenon has been recently confirmed by mass cytometry (CyTOF) findings 

(Gossez et al. 2018). HLA-DR-negative/low monocytes are associated with tumour-

induced immunosuppression and are understood to be one of the populations that make 

up the myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) (Mengos et al. 2019). In liver transplant 

recipients, lower expression of HLA-DR in monocytes is associated with higher risk of 

imminent bacterial sepsis (van den Berk et al. 1997). Downregulated HCD47 (also 

known as integrin-associated protein (IAP)) is a membrane protein of the 

immunoglobulin superfamily that interacts with integrins, thrombospondins and signal-

regulatory proteins (SIRPs) (Oldenborg 2013). In burn patients, CD47 expression in 

peripheral blood monocytes was found to be lower in individuals with multi-organ 

dysfunction syndrome (MODS) (Wang et al. 2011). However, no data on CD47 

expression in the monocytes of transplant patients are available.   

CD209, a membrane lectin (also known as dendritic cell-specific ICAM-3-grabbing non-

integrin (DC-SIGN)) involved in dendritic cell migration and T-cell interactions, is a 

characteristic marker of monocyte-derived dendritic cells (Deluce-Kakwata-Nkor et al. 

2018). During the differentiation of monocytes into dendritic cells, CD209 expression 

increases along with a reciprocal decline in CD14 expression (Bullwinkel et al. 2011). 

CD209 is also expressed in lymph node macrophages (Granelli-Piperno et al. 2005) and 

in in vitro-differentiated M2 macrophages (Tarique et al. 2015). Expression of CD209 by 

fresh peripheral blood monocytes is relatively low (Chometon et al. 2020). In one study, 

an approximate four-fold upregulation of CD209 was observed in the kidney biopsies of 

patients with clinical manifestation of acute T-cell mediated rejection compared to 

individuals on a subclinical course (Wohlfahrtova et al. 2015). 

CD163, a marker of alternatively activated M2 tissue macrophages, downregulates the 

immune response by releasing anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 (Mayer et al.). These 

cells are frequent in malignant tumours and are thought to contribute to the progression 

of malignancy by downregulating immune effector mechanisms. The percentage of 

CD163-positive monocytes in peripheral blood has been shown to be downregulated in 

patients with diabetic complications compared to those with uncomplicated outcomes 

(Min et al. 2016). One study reported an increase in the number of CD163 monocytes 

during the first week after kidney transplantation in both living donor transplant 

(Guillen-Gomez et al. 2014) and cadaveric kidney recipients (Sekerkova et al. 2014). 
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CD206 is a mannose receptor, predominantly expressed by macrophages and dendritic 

cells, that binds to different microorganisms (Azad et al. 2014). It is also understood to 

be involved in the regulation of macrophage migration (Sturge et al. 2007). Like CD163, 

CD206 is understood to be a marker of M2 macrophages, including tumour-associated 

mononuclear phagocytes (Benner et al. 2019). Although the occurrence of CD206+ 

monocytes, which exhibit intracellular IL-23 and IL-10 positivity, is relatively low, they 

are reportedly upregulated in infections such as helminthiasis (Passos et al. 2017). To 

our knowledge, there are no data on CD206 expression in the monocytes of transplant 

patients. 

The aims of this study, therefore, were to identify phenotypic patterns of peripheral 

blood monocytes in kidney allograft recipients, evaluate changes induced by 

transplantation, and determine potential biomarkers for discriminating patients at risk 

of acute rejection. 

Patients and Methods 

Patients: 

A total of 138 patients were enrolled as part of the study. All individuals underwent 

renal transplantation from deceased donors at our transplant centre between January 

2016 and October 2017. The characteristics of patients are shown in Table 1. All patients 

provided their informed consent and signed an agreement upon the performance of 

each biopsy. The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute 

for Clinical and Experimental Medicine (ID 118099). 

Induction treatment and maintenance immunosuppression 

All patients received induction treatment according to the centre’s immune risk-based 

protocol. Primary kidney transplant recipients with PRA<20% and negative DSA 

received basiliximab (n=43). Patients with PRA>20% received rabbit anti-thymocyte 

globulin (ATG, cumulative dose 5-7 mg/kg) (n=77). Individuals confirmed as DSA- 

positive at the time of transplantation (n=18) underwent plasma exchange (PE) prior to 

transplantation in addition to intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) and ATG. The 

majority of patients (n=125) were treated using triple maintenance therapy consisting 

of tacrolimus, mycophenolate mofetil and corticosteroids. Target trough levels of 
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tacrolimus were 10-15 µg/l in the first month after transplantation, with continuous 

cessation to 4-6 µg/l after the third month. Ten patients were placed on dual therapy 

with tacrolimus and corticosteroids. Three patients were converted to everolimus in 

combination with mycophenolate mofetil and corticosteroids early after transplantation. 

Histopathology and rejection phenotypes 

Kidney allograft biopsy samples were obtained using a percutaneous ultrasound-guided 

16G biopsy needle for for-cause or protocol biopsy, procedures routinely performed 3 

months post-transplant in our centre. All patients provided their informed consent and 

signed an agreement upon the performance of each biopsy. 

Biopsy-proven acute rejection was diagnosed histologically according to the revised 

2017 Banff classification (Haas et al. 2018). Out of 44 patients with acute rejection, 16 

had T cell-mediated rejection characterised by tubulointerstitial inflammation or intimal 

arteritis in the absence of C4d and DSA. Twenty-eight patients had histological signs of 

antibody-mediated rejection such as glomerulitis, peritubular capillaritis and/or intimal 

arteritis in the presence of C4d. The microvascular inflammation score was at least 2 in 

the absence of C4d. While DSA were detectable in 13 patients, they went undetected in 

the remaining 15 patients. Diagnosis of antibody-mediated rejection was based on 

histology. 

The most frequent first-line treatments in patients with cellular rejection were pulsed 

methylprednisolone therapy (10 patients) and ATG (2 patients). In 3 steroid-resistant 

patients, ATG was used as a rescue therapy. Cases of DSA-positive humoral rejection 

were treated with methylprednisolone, plasma exchange and intravenous 

immunoglobulin (9 patients). Less intensive treatment involving solely 

methylprednisolone or adjusted maintenance immunosuppression was used in the 

remaining patients, mostly due to infectious complications. Eleven out of 13 DSA-

negative patients with histological antibody-mediated rejection were treated with 

corticosteroids. PE and IVIG were added in 4 cases, with adjusted maintenance 

immunosuppression performed in 2 cases. 

Flow cytometry 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (100 µl, approx. 1*106) were labelled with 

fluorochrome-conjugated monoclonal antibodies re-suspended in PBS-BSA buffer for 20 
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minutes at room temperature (RT) in the dark. Monoclonal antibodies used in the study 

are shown in Table 2. Samples were measured on the Navios flow cytometer (Beckman 

Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) and analysed using CxP and Kaluza software (Beckman 

Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). The percentage of positive cells and mean intensity 

fluorescence (MFI) were evaluated for each individual marker. The gating strategy is 

shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

Statistics 

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5 software (GraphPad 

Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Parametric or non-parametric (Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-

Wallis) testing was used according to distribution. The t-test was used to analyse 

categorical variables. Logarithmical transformation and parametric testing was carried 

out using repeated measures ANOVA. The Bonferroni post-hoc test was used to compare 

flow cytometry data between groups at different time-points. Clinical and flow 

cytometry data were correlated using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. 

Differences were regarded statistically significant at p<0.05. 

Results 

Distribution of CD14+CD16+ subpopulations after kidney allograft transplantation 

The percentage of classical monocytes (CD14+CD16-) increased one week after 

transplantation. There was a slight decline after one month and further upregulation 

observed one year later. Exhibiting a completely opposite trend, the population of 

intermediate monocytes (CD14+CD16+) declined immediately after transplantation 

before upregulating one month later and declining one year post-transplant. The 

percentages of non-classical monocytes (CD14lowCD16+) decreased dramatically 

during the first week after transplantation, remaining lower than pre-transplant values 

and declining further by year one (Fig. 3). In blood samples taken on the day of 
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diagnostic biopsy confirming positive for acute rejection, no changes in the proportions 

of monocyte subpopulations were observed compared to post-transplant samples taken 

from patients with normal outcomes or acute rejection. 

HLA-DR expression in monocytes of kidney allograft recipients 

HLA-DR expression in blood monocytes dramatically decreased one week after 

transplantation before returning to pre-transplant values one month later (Fig. 4a). No 

changes were observed one year post-transplant. The same trend was observed in 

classical (CD14+CD16-) (Fig. 4b) and intermediate (CD14+CD16+) (Fig. 4c) monocytes. 

In non-classical (CD14lowCD16+) monocytes, a decline in HLA-DR after transplantation 

was observed in subjects with normal outcomes only. In contrast, no significant 

downregulation of HLA-DR was observed in patients with acute rejection (Fig. 4d). In 

blood samples taken on the day of biopsy confirming positive for acute rejection, higher 

expression of HLA-DR was observed in intermediate monocytes compared to expression 

in subjects with uncomplicated outcomes one year post-transplant. A decline in HLA-DR 

mean fluorescence after transplantation reflected the percentage of positive monocytes 

(Fig. 5). 

CD209 (DC-SIGN) expression in monocytes of kidney transplantation patients 

Expression of the dendritic cell lineage marker CD209 was upregulated one week after 

transplantation before downregulating to pre-transplant values one month post-

transplant (Fig. 6). No differences between patients with normal outcomes and 

individuals with acute rejection were found. In samples collected at the time of acute 

rejection, CD209 expression in monocytes was higher compared to control samples 

taken one month (p=0.018) and one year (p=0.002) post-transplant. 
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CD47 expression in monocytes of kidney transplant recipients 

Expression of the low-density CD47 antigen in blood monocytes downregulated during 

the first week after kidney transplantation before adjusting to pre-transplant values at 

one month (Fig. 7a). A further decrease in CD47 expression was observed one year post-

transplant. Expression of CD47 in monocytes recorded at the time of acute rejection was 

higher compared to expression in subjects with normal outcomes one year post-

transplant (p<0.001). Patients with antibody-mediated rejection and DSA had higher 

pre-transplant expression of CD47 in peripheral blood monocytes (Fig. 7b). 

CD206+CD163+ monocytes after kidney allograft transplantation 

The percentage of this potentially immunosuppressive M2-like monocyte subpopulation 

increased early after transplantation (Fig 8). In patients with normal outcomes, a further 

increase in the percentage of CD206+CD163 monocytes was observed one month post-

transplant but not in subjects with acute rejection. 

 Discussion 

Our data not only demonstrate profound changes in the phenotypic patterns of 

peripheral blood monocytes after kidney allograft transplantation, but also highlight 

several differences between patients with uncomplicated outcomes and those with acute 

rejection. Previous findings of a decline in CD16+ monocytes shortly after kidney 

transplantation in recipients of allografts from both living (Vereyken et al. 2013) and 

deceased (Sekerkova et al. 2014) donors mostly apply to the non-classical 

(CD14lowCD16+) monocyte subpopulation and to the intermediate subpopulation 

(CD14+CD16+) to a lesser extent. Immunosuppression involving corticosteroids is a 
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factor that can potentially affect the distribution of monocyte subpopulations. However, 

therapies consisting of mycophenolate mofetil, calcineurin inhibitors and mammalian 

target of rapamycin inhibitors (mTORI) are not understood to play a role (Rogacev et al. 

2015). Our data confirmed no increase in pre-transplant numbers of CD16+ monocytes 

in subjects with acute rejection (van den Bosch et al. 2017). On the other hand, we did 

observe an increase in intermediate (CD14+CD16+) monocytes and a simultaneous 

decrease in classical (CD14+CD16-) monocytes in patients with acute rejection, which 

would seem to indicate the direct involvement of these cells. The numbers of CD16+ pro-

inflammatory monocytes in circulation are associated not only with acute inflammation 

in, for example, septic patients (Gainaru et al. 2018), but also with cases of 

hypertriglyceridaemia (Xue et al. 2013) and subclinical atherosclerosis (Ulrich et al. 

2008) in kidney transplant recipients. 

A study monitoring HLA-DR-positive monocytes in kidney transplant recipients 

documented a decrease in the number of these monocytes two weeks after 

transplantation. However, changes in HLA-DR expression were not associated with 

acute rejection or CMV infection (Cho et al. 2015). We observed a similar decline in the 

numbers of HLA-DR-positive monocytes one week after transplantation. However, the 

non-classical CD14lowCD16+ monocyte subpopulation was unaffected in patients with 

acute rejection. In subjects with normal outcomes, downregulated HLA-DR expression in 

this monocyte subpopulation was similar to expression in classical and intermediate 

monocytes. The absence of any post-transplant decrease in HLA-DR expression in pro-

inflammatory non-classical monocytes in our acute rejection patients may have been 

caused by I/R injury and the subsequent enhanced immune reaction to kidney allograft. 

Our data revealed very low expression of CD209 in blood monocytes. A characteristic 

marker of dendritic cells, CD209 was transiently upregulated during the first week after 
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transplantation, but there were no differences between subjects with normal outcomes 

and those with acute rejection. On the other hand, CD209 was upregulated in monocytes 

confirmed as positive for acute rejection on the day of biopsy. This trend may reflect the 

involvement of sparse undifferentiated DC cells, since the induction of CD209 is 

accompanied by a simultaneous decline in CD14 expression (Chometon et al. 2020). One 

group of authors identified monocytes exhibiting CD14 and CD209 co-expression and 

adenosine membrane receptors as a pro-inflammatory subpopulation (Yuryeva et al. 

2015), while another study found these monocytes to be increased in patients with H. 

pylori-positive peptic ulcers (Hou et al. 2019). In this respect, upregulation of CD209 in 

response to kidney allograft is not surprising. 

Expression of CD47, another low-density protein, was transiently downregulated in 

monocytes in the first week after transplantation and at one year. Patients with 

antibody-mediated rejection and DSA had higher pre-transplant expression of CD47 

compared to patients with normal outcomes or other types of rejection. Monocyte CD47 

expression was also higher in the biopsy blood samples of acute rejection patients. The 

CD47-SIRPα interaction, a ubiquitously expressed “do not eat me” signal, has been 

extensively studied as a potential immune checkpoint for cancer immunotherapy 

(Veillette and Chen 2018, Strizova et al. 2020). But while the CD47-SIRPα axis 

interaction and gene polymorphisms of these proteins (Menon and Heeger 2017) seem 

to be involved in innate non-self recognition by monocytes (Zhao et al. 2020), their role 

in transplant settings is not yet clear. Monoclonal antibody blocking of CD47 has been 

shown to reduce IRI and subsequent tissue injury and improve renal function in 

experimental rat (Lin et al. 2014) and swine (Xu et al. 2018) kidney transplantation 

models. Conversely, an experimental model of long-term kidney allograft tolerance 

demonstrated that blocking anti-SIRPα and CD47 decreased numbers of MDSCs, which 
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are associated with loss of tolerance, allograft dysfunction and rejection (Pengam et al. 

2019). 

Membrane expression of CD206 and CD163 is characteristic of a particular 

immunosuppressive M2 subset of tissue macrophages, including those found in the 

renal parenchyma (Hu et al. 2019). The data on peripheral blood monocytes, however, 

are more scarce. A recent study found upregulation of CD163 during the first week after 

kidney allograft in all three monocyte subpopulations, including intermediate and non-

classical subsets displaying pro-inflammatory properties (Curnova et al. 2020). Of the 

factors that regulate CD163 expression in blood monocytes in vitro, glucocorticoids, IL-

10 and IL6 upregulate, (Maniecki et al. 2006) while pro-inflammatory stimuli such as 

TNF alpha, IFN gamma and LPS downregulate, the membrane form. Higher counts of 

CD163+CD206+ monocytes have been found in the peripheral blood of patients with 

idiopathic membranous nephropathy (Hou et al. 2018) and also in septic patients 

(Brunialti et al. 2012). The CD206+CD163+ monocyte subpopulation is present in 

peripheral blood in low numbers, but moderately upregulated immediately after 

transplantation (probably in response to immunosuppressive therapy). 

Our findings indicate that peripheral blood monocytes undergo complex phenotypic 

changes during the early phase after kidney allograft transplantation and that regulation 

of membrane expression in some antigens differs in patients with normal outcomes and 

those with acute rejection. 
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Table 1. 

Normal outcome Rejection 

Number of patients (n) 94 44 

Type of acute rejection (n, %) 

· cellular 16 (36,4) 

· humoral / DSA+ 13 (29,5) 

· humoral / DSA- 15 (34,1) 

Gender (male/female) (n) 61/33 28/16 
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Recipient age (median, range) 58 (22-80) 54 (23-79) 

Donor age (median, range) 56.5 (1-81) 51 (21-75) 

Cold ischemia time (hours) (median, range) 14 (0-24) 15 (0-21) 

PRA* (%) (median, range) 10 (0-98) 10 (0-92) 

HLA mismatches (median, range) 3 (1-6) 3 (0-6) 

DSA** positivity (n, %) 

· preformed DSA 8 (8,5) 14 (31,8) 

· de novo DSA 0 5 (11,4) 

Induction therapy (n, %) 

· basiliximab 27 (28,7) 16 (36,4) 

· ATG 59 (62,8) 18 (40,9) 

· ATG, PE, IVIG 8 (8,5) 10 (22,7) 

Maintenance IS (n, %)

· Tac, MMF, CS 86 (91,5) 39 (88,6) 

· Tac, KS 5 (5,3) 5 (11,4) 

· mTOR, MMF, CS 3 (3,2) 0 (0) 

*PRA = panel reactive antibodies 
**DSA= donor specific antibodies

Table 2 

Fluorochrome Marker Clone Producer 
FITC CD47 MEM-122 Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA 
Pacific Blue CD 16 3G8 Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA 
PC7 HLA-DR Immu-357 Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA 
APC-Alexa Fluor 750 CD 14 RM052 Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA 
PerCP/Cy5.5 CD209 9E9A8 BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA 
PE CD163 GHI/61 BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA 
APC CD206 15-2 BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA 

Fig1 
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Fig6 
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Fig7b 
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Fig8 


